We pray with the Church

Pope Francis’ prayer intentions entrusted to the
worldwide prayer network for the year 2021
JULY
Social Friendship
We pray that, in social, economic and political
situations of conflict, we may be courageous
and passionate architects of dialogue and
friendship.
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HOUSE
OF PRAYER
July-August 2021

The Deliberations that started the Jesuits…
In preparation for our CJ Pre-GC Discernment Event and the
special feast of St Ignatius of Loyola.

AUGUST
The Church

In thanks for
and loving memory
of all who have
died recently,
and especially those who
have died unloved
and not remembered.

Let us pray for the Church that she may receive
from the Holy Spirit the grace and strength to
reform herself in the light of the Gospel.
We pray for the Church in Europe that through
renewal it will find new integrity and clarity.
Noni Mitchell
Former IBVM
General Leader

We remember
the many people who have
died because of Covid 19.
May they rest in peace.

After meeting for many sessions, there was a cleavage
of sentiments and opinions about our situation. While
we all had one mind and heart in seeking God’s
gracious and perfect will according to the scope of our
vocation; nevertheless, regarding the more readily
effective and more fruitful ways of achieving God’s will
for ourselves and others, we held diverse views.
No one ought to wonder that this diversity of views
should be found among us, spiritually infirm and
feeble; even the apostles themselves, princes and
pillars of the most holy Church, sometimes thought in
opposing ways and handed down in writing their
conflicting judgments. So also did many other very
perfect ones with whom we cannot be remotely
compared.

We pray with the Mary Ward Family

We pray with the world
 Let us pray for an end to the Covid 19
pandemic in all the world and may
therapies and vaccines be made available
for all so that suffering may be eased.
 We remember young people throughout
the world, who live in hope for a better
more just world. May we strive to care for
the future of the planet and build a future
for their tomorrows.
 We prayer for an end to violence against
each other—indigenous people, victims of
terror, those trapped in human slavery.
May our efforts through prayer and
advocacy lead us to a path for change and
justice.
 We pray for all victims of racism, hate,
exclusion and injustice in all its forms.
May the spirit of enlightenment and love
transform hearts and minds.

JULY
1 We pray for Marie-Ange Lim Kim Yee IBVM and Therese Yaw Kan Tong IBVM as they begin
co-leadership in the Region of Mauritius
2 We pray for Ľudmila Mathiová CJ who will take the 4th Vow in the Slovak Province
14 July—8 August CJ Pre-GC Discernment Event 2021
23 We pray that Mary Ward will be beatified
30 We pray that one day we will be one Mary Ward Institute
31 Feast of St. Ignatius of Loyola

AUGUST

12 Frances Theresa Ball Jubilee Year Launch:
Mary Ward’s Institute arrived in Ireland
[1821-2021]
15 IBVM New Leadership Irish Province: Barbara Murphy, Brigid Tunney, Elaine Troy, Anne O’Dwyer
23 We pray that Mary Ward will be beatified
28 70th Anniversary Platinum Jubilee of CJ in Zimbabwe
30 We pray that one day we will be one Mary Ward Institute

Direct, we ask you, O Lord, all our
actions by your holy inspiration, and
carry them on by your gracious
assistance so that every prayer and
work of ours may always begin from
you and by you be happily ended.

Let us pray for all sisters who enter our Congregations in these
months as postulants, pre-novices, or novices and for those
who make temporary vows.
Let us pray for our sisters celebrating Jubilee.

